TO: Joel Bloom, Chair

FROM: Degree Program Committee

DATE: 13 October 2006

The committee met on Wednesday 5 November 2003 at 3 pm. Committee members present were Roger Blakeney, Luke Faulkenberry, Partha Krishnамurthy, Barbara Lewis; Bill Munroe, Lawrence Williams, and Marsha Daly (Academic Program Management). Guests were: Pat Deeves (CLASS), Maria Elena Solño.

The Degree Program Committee Members reviewed and approved the following items. With the exceptions detailed below, our review lead to minor changes including corrections of typographical errors and formatting, addition or deletion of information, and editing of catalog language. All changes were approved by the author of each document either in person at our meeting, by telephone conversation, or by email correspondence.

CBM003

Recommend for Approval:
UC 8906 06F: ARAB 3305: Introduction to Arabic Culture, Language and Islam (new course)
UC 8907 06F: ARAB 3306: Introduction to Arabic Culture, Language and Islam (new course)
UC 8908 06F: ART 1320: 3-Dimensional Design Principles and Theory I
UC 8909 06F: ART 1397: Selected Topics in Fundamental Studio Art (new course)
UC 8910 06F: ART 2392: Selected Topics in Introductory Art (new course)
UC 8911 06F: 3-Dimensional Design Principles and Theory II
UC 8912 06F: ART 3360: Intermediate Sculpture
UC 8913 06F: ART 4300: Senior Painting Major I
UC 8914 06F: ART 4301: Senior Painting Major I
UC 8915 06F: ART 4302: Senior Painting Major I
UC 8916 06F: ART 4303: Senior Painting Major II
UC 8917 06F: ART 4304: Senior Painting Major II
UC 8918 06F: ART 4305: Senior Painting Major II
UC 8919 06F: ART 4360: Senior Sculpture Major I
UC 8920 06F: ART 4361: Senior Sculpture Major I
UC 8921 06F: ART 4362: Senior Sculpture Major I
UC 8922 06F: ART 4363: Senior Sculpture Major II
UC 8923 06F: ART 4364: Senior Sculpture Major II
UC 8924 06F: ART 4365: Senior Sculpture Major II
UC 8927 06F: ARTH 2381: Classical Art
UC 8928 06F: ARTH 2394: Selected Topics in Art History (new course)
UC 8941 06F: SPAN 3375: United States Hispanic Culture and Civilization (new course)
UC 8947 06F: MUSI 4388: Piano Literature

MEMORANDA

Recommend for Approval:
UC 8925 06F: ART 2380: Introduction to North American Indian Art & ARTE 3315 Native American Art 1900 to Present (memo)
UC 8926 06F: Degree requirements: BA in Art with Teacher Certification
UC 8929 06F: Degree Requirements: BA in Spanish